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About Us…

Arihant is a full-service interior design company located in 

North East area since 2016, specializing in both residential 

and commercial design. Whether you need a quick refresh 

of furniture and paint colors, or an extensive whole-house 

renovation, we can provide the expertise to make sure the 

project runs smoothly and gives you the best results 

possible.

We think that every place is very precious for the owners, 

very difficult to utilize all the corners in a proper way, So 

our the target is to utilize all the space via our creativity. 

and the most important thing is Interior design is not only 

our business but also our passion.



SERVICES

Residential-

Your home is the true embodiment of your tastes and your 

lifestyle. It’s a space where you can completely embrace who 

you are as an individual. Planning out the interior of a home 

is an extremely intimate process which involves more than 

just the use of software and our design expertise.

When you give us the responsibility to design interiors for 

your house, we keep in mind the things that make you tick. 

We engage with our clients by involving them wholly into the 

conceptualizing process. By carefully understanding your 

wants and your needs, we make sure that we live up to our 

promise of delivering a personalized, aesthetically appealing, 

and practical home that you’ll enjoy living in.



LIVING ROOM

Living rooms are like looking glasses. They give us a 

peek into the interiors of a home and the personal 

style of the owner. A living room should balance style 

with effectiveness so that it can accommodate guests 

and look inviting and attractive. 

We present an excellent range of ideas that can give 

your living room a designer look. 

PUJA UNIT

The Pooja room is the most serene and pious corner 

of Indian homes. From finding a perfect corner for the 

temple to building a creative Pooja space which merges 

with the aesthetics of the living room, we help you with all.



BEDROOM

Bedrooms are the primary place of relaxation, where we all 

retire to take a good sleep and refresh, away from the world 

and worries. The bedroom interior design is extremely 

important in order to provide that instant feel of relaxation. 

Be it the bed, your closet, the dressing table, or perhaps a 

couch, our design will ensure it’s placed aesthetically while 

ensuring you have space to move around comfortably.

A lot can be done to change the look of your bedroom by 

just choosing the right furniture. With our knowledge in the 

field, we can make any space look exactly as you want it to 

look.



KID’S ROOM

Child's room often turns out to be the most creatively thought of 

and the most colourful space in the house. Arihant Interiors pay 

attention in your most imaginative dream for your child's room to 

come up with the most colourful, creative and highly imaginative 

yet functional solution for the perfect space for your kids. Thus 

we are skilled to strike the perfect balance of imagination and 

functionality.

As Interior Designing Professionals of Arihant Interiors we 

understand and create kid's room design by integrating the 

child's personal likeness in terms of cartoon characters, 

incorporation of bright fun-loving colours and designing spaces 

that are comfortable yet exciting to a child.



DINING ROOM

Dining room or dining space is rather a very important space in the house where all members of the family sit 

together to have their meals, talk and share experiences. At Arihant Interiors we understand that in every 

household the family often comes together over a dining table. Therefore, we pay significant attention in 

designing dining spaces that are inviting, comfortable as well as functional in nature.

We create dining spaces that are efficient in both comfort and functionality and have the right ambience 

for the consumption of food.



KITCHEN

The Kitchen is the heart of the Home.

An integral part of any home interior designing and decorating is the Kitchen design, an essential space for food 

preparation and cooking in any household. At Arihant we create kitchen designs that are practical yet elegant. 

Our modular kitchen space design and decorations is in accordance to the client's personal taste and choice.

No matter however different one's lifestyle maybe, a lot of activity revolves around in the kitchen. We at 

Arihant Interiors realize the importance of this crucial space design. We work hard to offer our clients with 

kitchen designing solutions that are both beautiful and functional.



TYPES OF MODULAR KITCHEN LAYOUTS

•Straight Kitchen •L Shaped Kitchen •Island Kitchen

•U Shaped Kitchen •Parallel Kitchen



COMMERCIAL INTERIOR

Arihant ensure that our clients receive the very best smart 

commercial interior design, traditional commercial interior 

design or modern commercial interior design all in accordance to 

their likeness and their company's brand feel.

Arihant Interiors offers bespoke commercial Interior design 

solution for clients looking to evoke their brand image through 

functional designed spaces. Our interior design offerings are 

commercial spaces design includes office interior design, retail 

interior design.



FALSE CEILING

The trend of flat and simple ceilings is fading. Today, individuals are looking for products to make the 

mundane flat ceiling look appealing at a minimal cost. Arihant Interiors realize the importance of this 

crucial design. We work hard to offer our clients with false ceiling designing solutions that are aesthetically 

beautiful soothing to the eyes . Our esteemed customers can easily avail this false ceiling it at competitive 

prices.



PAINTING SERVICE

Interior Painting Services

We provide a total scope of interior

painting services. Our interior home

painters are master in interior wall

painting. Their arrangements and

concealing decision is one of its

sorts and it will add significance and

surface to your home and office

walls.

Wood Polishing Painting

Finishing the door is necessary

for the protection of the surface

of the wood. Without a finish,

wood can dry, crack or

deteriorate. If it is exposed to

moisture, door and window

shutter may swell and do not

operate smoothly.

Exterior Painting Service

Exterior painting services for

commercial Building and

residential paintings. Painting the

exterior of a house is a noteworthy

endeavor, yet that doesn’t mean it

needs to use up every last cent. we

offer moderate, best rates.



SS RAILING

Our product range includes a wide 

range of stainless steel railing, 

designer stainless steel railing, stylish 

stainless steel railing, glass stainless 

steel railing, stainless steel baricades

and modular stainless steel railing.
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